Double Room Dimensions
PRENTISS-LUCAS HALL

We have made every attempt to ensure accuracy but dimensions are approximate and subject to normal construction variances. We cannot confirm your room will be identical in layout and configuration but each room will have these items and these measurements act as great guidelines for planning your new space!

1. **DESK**
   A.) Shelves are adjustable D: 10”
   B.) D:10” W:43”
   C.) Desk top D:24.5” W:43”
   D.) each drawer H:4.5” W:17”

2. **CLOSET**
   A.) H:10” W: 47” D:16”
   B.) H:70” (to ground) H:41.5” (to top of built-in)
      W:47” D:23”
   C.) Each Drawer: 6.5”

3. **BED** without loft-extension
   Under Bed: L: 82” W: 37” H: (min)24” (max)36”

4. **SINK**
   Under H: 28” W: 30” D:18”

We have made every attempt to ensure accuracy but dimensions are approximate and subject to normal construction variances. We cannot confirm your room will be identical in layout and configuration but each room will have these items and these measurements act as great guidelines for planning your new space!